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有職故実と国語学―国学から国語学への展開をめぐって―1
YÛSOKU KOJITSU AND JAPANESE LINGUISTICS – 
FROM THE NATIVISM TO THE LINGUISTICS
山東　功2
Abstract: Yûsoku kojitsu is a classical knowledge whose purpose was to study the etiquette 
of the imperial court and the aristocratic and military nobility of Japan. The translation by 
the term «etiquette» is not adequate because the broad and deep knowledge covered by the 
expression Yûsoku kojitsu  does  not  fit  in  that word.  Indeed,  the Yûsoku kojitsu is studies on 
the positions and functions of the imperial administrative structure and the nobility titles; 
the architecture of palaces and other buildings; the dress of the nobles according to the 




and history that would be constituted at the end of 19th century. The term Nativism refers to 
the Kokugaku (in literal translation: National Studies) which was an intellectual movement to 
search for authentic Japanese through studies of genuinely Japanese works, among which the 
literary texts of the Nara and Heian periods. We try to demonstrate what Japanese Linguistics 
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学文科大学和文学科の教員は、小中村清矩（～1891       （明治24）年、以
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